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This beautiful book contains, without doubt, my most scrumptious, 

gratifying, new and exciting recipes in the wonderful world that is 

comfort food. It’s about all those simple, delightful guilty pleasures 

we all love. It celebrates nostalgic memories, traditions and 

childhood favourites. It embraces the ritual of cooking and dishes 

that will pick you up and raise your spirits. This is about good mood 

food that will put a massive smile on your face. And, of course, all 

those desserts, puds and gorgeous, sweet indulgent treats that are 

too good to miss. This is your go-to comfort cookbook – I hope 

it finds a happy home on your shelf. Love, Jamie Oliver 
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comfortcomfortcomfort
means so many things to different people, and when you apply that to food, the volume 

of  emotions it brings out is incredible. Without doubt, comfort food is completely 

subjective – it’s about smells, sounds and tastes. It’s about recipes that really hit the spot 

at a certain time, and have the capacity to pull out explicit feelings and old memories, as 

well as creating new ones and passing that joy on to the next generation. Comfort food 

has the power to make you feel safe, secure, fulfilled, excited, loved, even a bit giddy! True 

comfort food can wrap its arms around you and give you a great big hug, or can tickle 

you pink and make you laugh. It can be about the seasons, your childhood memories, 

your school food, the trips your grandparents took you on, your first takeaway, your first 

date – it’s all about what a particular dish means to you. In a bowl, on a plate, handheld, 

wrapped in newspaper, eaten straight from the fridge or even from a tin, whether you’re 

with a big group of  loved ones, in a cosy kitchen with your family or curled up on the sofa 

on your own, comfort food can be elegant and nurturing, or it can be downright dirty.



This book is the opposite of  15- or 30-Minute Meals. Most 

of  the recipes aren’t super-fast, nor are they for everyday 

cooking – this is about long summer evenings, cosy winter 

nights, weekends, holidays and celebrations. It’s a book that 

I know you’ll reach for when you’re yearning for something 

special – it’s about perfection, indulgence and proper good 

cooking, which as you know, you’ve always got to balance up 

with some lighter meals in the days that follow. As usual with 

my books of  late, my ninja nutrition team have provided you 

with all the information you need to make informed choices, at 

the back of  the book (page 388–93), making sure everything  

is super-clear and easy for you to navigate.

I’ve been writing cookbooks of  solid, reliable recipes for  

15 years, but I want to bring you in and take you to the next 

level now, to the nth degree. I’ve dedicated more space to 

the recipes and switched my usual edit filter off so I can 

really talk about all the slightly eccentric, geeky little details, 

with extra rants and pops of  information. I hope you’ll enjoy 

this, because although I’m really proud of  all the recipes 

I’m presenting to you, hopefully there are principles and 

eccentricities and attention to detail and downright bonkers-

ness that will help you develop your own comfort food with 

a little extra spring in its step. It’s about perfecting a dish, 

getting your friends to go ‘wow’, and the kids to argue about 

which bit they get. It’s not just about the food, the recipe, 

the ingredients or working in harmony with the seasons, it’s 

about your swagger and attitude, about how you serve a dish, 

what you serve with it, at what point in a meal you serve it, 

where you serve it and who to. This is about that wonderful 

ability food has to take you on an emotional journey. 

Some things are worth waiting for and getting just right. It’s 

like all those little lessons – toast isn’t great until you’ve let the 

butter melt; the best tea needs to brew for three minutes; a 

perfect roast potato is crispy on the outside and fluffy in the 

middle and nothing else will do. Comfort food is all about 

those tiny details – it could be the fact that something is 

better as a leftover, or it’s better cooked at the base of  the 

oven to create a crispy bottom, or letting gravy bubble up 

and bash through the crust of  a pie. And a lot of  us know 

what we want, so we need to find a way to get there – what 

exactly is it that makes it perfect? Now that I’m getting a bit 

older and starting to sound like my dad, who in turn sounds 

like his, I want to reflect those brilliant eccentricities of  our 

elders, how they know what makes them happy and ensure 

that every one of  their actions speaks volumes. That’s what 

I’ve tried to bottle in this book. I’ve also tapped into the foods 

I grew up with, that made my passion for cooking get me 

where I am today. That said, the young talent mixing things up 

and bringing new ideas to the fray is also really important, and 

I’ve tried to embrace all those influences here too. 

So good luck, guys – here are the keys to your brand new 

comfort cookbook. If  I’ve done my job right, this book will 

be well used and will sit on your shelf  for many years to 

come. I believe these are the greatest, most satisfying dishes 

out there today, all put in this super-tested parcel, which 

should really take care of  you and deliver on its promise. 

More than that, I hope it helps you think about where you 

take a dish, how you cook and perfect it, so that every time 

you make and serve one of  these scrumptious, comforting 

meals, there’s big old smiles all around the table.

×  T H I S  I S  A L L  A B O U T  P E R F E C T I N G  A  D I S H  ×

U LT I M AT E LY  F O R  M E ,  C O M F O RT 

F O O D  I S  A L L  A B O U T  R E A L LY 

G O O D  F O O D  T H AT ' S  J U S T  S O ; 

D O N E  I N  A  PA RT I C U L A R  WAY.

Only one hundred recipes out of the millions out there have made my comfort 

food cut, right now. So this book is full of the food I cook and eat when I want 

to celebrate, when I’m excited, when I need a little pick me up, or I feel under 

the weather, or frankly when I want to be a bit naughty and indulgent. All of 

you will have your own comfort food cookbook inside you, just as I have. In 

writing this book, I’ve talked to loads of people that I love and respect in food 

— good cooks, chefs and friends. The stories they’ve shared with me about little 

moments in time, as well as quirky, specific ways of creating a dish, have really 

helped me craft and shape the repertoire of this book. And I’ve embraced new 

dishes that are much loved from countries around the world, taking inspiration 

not only from close friends, but also directly from you guys via social media.
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